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ABSTRACT: Metal oxide transport layers have played a crucial role in recent progress in
organic photovoltaic (OPV) device stability. Here, we measure the stability of inverted and
encapsulated polythiophene:fullerene cells with MoO3/Ag/Al composite anode in operational
conditions combining solar radiation and 65 °C. Performance loss of over 50% in the first 100 h
of the aging is dominated by a drop in the short-circuit current (Jsc). We reveal a concurrent
loss in reflectance from 85% to 50% above 650 nm, which is below the optical gap of the used
photoactive materials, hence, excluding any major degradation in the bulk of this layer.
Correlating the responses of aged devices to a series of test structures comprised of ITO/ZnO
cathode, MoO3/Ag, and MoO3/Ag/Al anodes and their combinations with the active layer
allowed us to identify that the presence of Al causes the reduced reflectance in these devices,
independent of the presence of the active layer. Systematic single-stress aging on the test
structures further indicates that elevated heat is the cause of the reflectance loss. Cross-section
transmission electron microscopy coupled with elemental analysis revealed the unsuspected
role of Al; notably, it diffuses through the entire 150 nm thick Ag layer and accumulates at the
MoO3/Ag interface. Moreover, XRD analysis of the aged MoO3/Ag/Al anode indicates the formation of Ag2Al alloy. Depth
profiling with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy advanced our understanding by confirming the formation of Ag−Al intermetallic
alloy and the presence of oxidized Al only at the MoO3/Ag interface suggesting a concomitant reduction of MoO3 to most
probably MoO2. This latter compound is less reflective than MoO3, which can explain the reduced reflectance in aged devices as
proven by optical simulations. On the basis of these results, we could estimate that 20% of the loss in Jsc is ascribed to reduction
of MoO3 triggered by its direct contact with Al.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Performance of organic photovoltaic cells (OPVs) has rapidly
leaped beyond the threshold of 10% power conversion
efficiency in laboratory scale devices.1 Simultaneous progress
in device stability and large-area deposition is crucial to the
prompt market introduction of OPVs. Accelerated evaluation of
outdoor operational stability is usually conducted by measuring
devices under continuous illumination, optionally combined
with elevated temperature. In these conditions stable outdoor
(extrapolated) device lifetime of 3−7 years has been reported,
depending on the device architecture and packaging technol-
ogy. It is important to note that extrapolation in these studies is
based on the equivalence in light dose between the accelerated
(laboratory) and outdoor exposure.2,3 This stability already
matches the requirements of mobile energy harvesting
applications; however, the benefits of further enhanced device
stability are manifold. As the levelized cost of energy (LCOE)
strongly depends on the degradation rate, further improve-
ments can enhance the competitive advantage of OPVs among
PV technologies. Furthermore, reduced degradation rate would
also enable the penetration of OPVs in building and/or vehicle-

integrated applications where requirements are more stringent.
This progress requires stability-conscious device and material
design, which must be assisted by understanding the root
causes of the performance loss. Our in-depth study aims to link
the performance loss to optical and electrical changes of the
transport layers, notably the changes in MoO3, and elucidate
mitigation strategies by revealing the underlying chemical
degradation process(es). Stability of the electrodes and
transport layers appear to be one of the most critical factors
in the durability of devices. Replacement of the reactive low
workfunction metal electrode by combination of nonreactive
metals with metal oxides such as TiO2 and ZnO was a critical
milestone in the stability of OPVs, leading to multiple fold
improvement in stability.4−7 These oxide layers are often
directly deposited on the glass coated with indium tin oxide
(ITO), making the ITO the electron-collecting electrode, while
the top contact with a high workfunction its hole-collecting
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equivalent. Device polarity is inversed in this configuration
compared to so-called conventional architecture cells. Similarly,
MoO3, V2O5, or WO3 lead to superior stability relative to the
commonly applied poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyr-
enesulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) layer both in inverted and
conventional architectures.8,9 For these reasons, the currently
most stable OPVs employ metal oxide layers on both sides of
the photoactive layer. The overall device stability can be further
strengthened by increasing the top metal thickness beyond 100
nm.10 This is explained by the fact that penetration of oxygen
and humidity in the device occurs along the metal/transport
layer interface as well as through the defects in the metal layer.
This latter process can be successfully mediated by using an
over 100 nm thick Ag top contact; a more economical solution
is a bilayer of Ag and Al. In inverted poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-
diyl):phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT:PCBM)
devices we have proven that the bilayer electrode increases
device stability in air (without any encapsulation) by 1000 h
compared to similarly thick Ag contacts.11 Despite reaching
similar initial performance on P3HT:PCBM cells with MoO3/
Ag and MoO3/Al contacts, the latter configuration degrades
considerably faster upon air exposure due to the formation of
an insulating Al2O3 layer, which blocks charge extraction from
the device. These arguments motivate our selection of MoO3/
Ag/Al as an air-stable and potentially light- and heat-stable
contact layer. To assess the operational stability of this
electrode, we selected to age prototypical P3HT:PCBM cells
with inverted architecture, where the well-characterized
degradation of these organic compounds enables discrimination
between photoactive layer and electrode failure.12−17 Accel-
erated aging conditions selected in our work match the
extremes encountered in outdoor conditions such as 1 sun
intensity, 65 °C ambient temperature, and 45% relative
humidity (RH).18 Continuous exposure to these elevated stress
levels, following International Summit on OPV Stability (ISOS)
protocols, enables the acceleration of the degradation
mechanisms by removing day−night cycles.18
In the first part of the article, we describe the device

performance decrease over 1000 h, which mostly arises from
the loss of the photocurrent. Reflectivity measurement allows
us to reveal that loss of this latter parameter is partially due to
change in the optical parameters of the reflective top contact.
Second, the systematic aging of numerous test structures in
various aging conditions indicates the stress factor that triggers
the failure. In the third part we further deepen our insights into
the failure mechanism by corroborating the findings of
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis with
energy-dispersive spectrometry (EDS), X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), and X-ray diffraction (XRD). Finally we
estimate the quantitative contribution of this failure process to
the photocurrent loss by optical simulation relying on input
from these material characterization techniques.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Device Preparation. First, P3HT (Rieke Metals 4002EE)

and PC60BM (Solenne bv.) in a 1:1 weight ratio were dissolved in a 2.5
wt % concentration in ortho-dichlorobenzene. Layers were deposited
on previously cleaned and patterned ITO substrates. After the spin-
coating of ZnO,19 the active layer was deposited at 1000 rpm for 60 s
to produce an ∼160 nm thick photoactive layer. Prior to metallization,
the P3HT:PC60BM layers were annealed at 130 °C for 10 min in inert
nitrogen environment. Samples were transferred to a metal
evaporation chamber (base pressure 1 × 10−7 Torr) where 10 nm
of MoO3 (Aldrich) was deposited. Finally, 150 nm of Ag and 150 nm

of Al are evaporated through a shadow mask defining 12 0.13 cm2 area
cells on a substrate. Samples are afterward sealed by attaching a second
glass plate with UV-curable epoxy. Additionally, a humidity getter
purchased from SAES was fixed inside the cavity glass.

2.2. Electrical Device Characterization and Aging. The initial
and final photovoltaic characteristics were measured with a Keithley
2602 in two-wire configuration under a Lot Oriel Xenon arc lamp with
100 mW/cm2 intensity and AM1.5D spectrum, calibrated with an ISE
Fraunhofer certified Si photodiode. For external quantum efficiency
(EQE) measurement a commercial setup (Bentham) was used. The
light from Xe (300−670 nm) and quartz halogen lamps (670−900
nm) was coupled into a monochromator, and their intensities were
calibrated with a Si photodiode. The incident light beam of a 0.7 mm
diameter was chopped, and the modulated current signal was detected
with a current−voltage and lock-in amplifier. The same optics and
measurement setup was used with a DTR6 integrating sphere for
reflectance measurement.

After the initial characterization, the samples were continuously
illuminated in an ATLAS Suntest XXL system using xenon lamps with
AM1.5G spectrum (and 60 W/m2 dose of UV light between 300 and
400 nm) and 1 sun intensity. The chamber temperature and humidity
were controlled during aging and fixed at 65 °C and 45% RH. The
temperature of the samples during the illumination was approximately
85 °C as measured at the backside of the substrate. Samples were
removed at regular intervals for electrical characterization at 25 °C.
The samples were left in open-circuit between measurements. These
aging conditions correspond to the ISOS-L2 protocol.18 To decouple
the effect of temperature and light, aging of test structures was
conducted either on a hot plate at 85 °C (dark) or under solar light
exposure in inert nitrogen atmosphere in a setup described earlier with
a constant temperature of ∼35 °C.13

Optical simulation using the transfer matrix methodology formalism
has been published earlier and relies on optical constant measured
with ellipsometry (Sopralab, ges5 VASE).20

2.3. Chemical and Structural Characterization. Cross-section
TEM specimens are prepared by focused ion beam (FIB) in a Strata
400S (30 kV Ga) by the lift-out method. A Tecnai F30 transmission
electron microscope is used to investigate the specimen cross sections.
This microscope is operated at 200 kV for acquiring images. Standard
TEM and high-resolution (HR) TEM images are acquired by using a
Gatan CCD camera, and HAADF-STEM and DF-STEM images are
acquired with a Fischione detector. EDS is performed using an EDAX
detector. The XPS measurements were carried out in Angle Integrated
mode using a Theta300 system from Thermo Instruments. Sputter
steps of 100 s were applied in between the measurements (80 levels).
The measurements were performed using a monochromatized Al Kα
X-ray source (1486.6 eV) and a spot size of 400 μm. X-ray reflectivity
measurements were conducted on a PANalytical XPert Pro Materials
Research Diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Description of Device Failure and Character-

ization of Device Packaging. Inverted architecture and
sealed organic solar cells with the following layer stack: ITO/
ZnO/P3HT:PCBM/MoO3/Ag/Al were aged under continu-
ous solar illumination. The chamber temperature was 65 °C,
and temperature at the back side of the sample was ∼85 °C. (In
the remainder of the article if devices are referred to as aged it
refers to these conditions.) Electrical device parameters were
measured at regular intervals and normalized to their initial
value as shown in Figure 1. Device performance over 1000 h
decreased by 50% compared to initial performance following a
two-stage failure process dominated by the decline of the short-
circuit current (JSC, Table 1). The fast performance loss in the
first 100 h of illumination, also called burn-in, followed an
exponential decline, after which the current nearly entirely
stabilizes. In the meantime, the open-circuit voltage (VOC) and
fill factor (FF) decrease by 20% and 10%, respectively, upon
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100 h of illumination, while the JSC declines by more than 30%
during the burn-in stage.
Air ingress through the epoxy sealant could be one of the

potential origins of the photocurrent loss. To quantify the air
ingress we encapsulated 100 nm thick Ca samples with an
identical process as that of the solar cells. Following the
alteration in transparency of the Ca layer (cf. Supporting
Information, Figure S2) allowed us to estimate the water vapor
transmission rate (WVTR) and lag time of our packaging.21,22

The onset of the Ca oxidation indicates that a steady ingress of
air though the epoxy, that is, lag time, is established after
approximately 50 h. As the entire Ca layer is oxidized upon 500
h of exposure we can estimate that the WVTR reaches 7 g/m2/
d at chamber temperature of 65 °C (and sample temperature
close to 85 °C). Rapid performance loss already during the lag
time of the package implies that contribution of air ingress to
the failure is negligible during the burn-in, which is investigated

in this study. Moreover, inverted cells are proven to be resilient
to air exposure even in the presence of solar illuminations
owing to their stable electrodes and transport layers.10

Additionally the thick metal contact provides an additional
encapsulation protecting the photoactive layer (not accounted
for in our WVTR calculation).23 Although ingress of oxygen
and humidity can trigger the photooxidation in the photoactive
layer, unchanged reflectance upon aging (Figure 2) below 650
nm, where the P3HT:PCBM blend absorbs, allowed us to
exclude photobleaching as dominating failure mechanism.
Unlike in the photoactive layer, reflectance of the transport
and electrode layers above 650 nm is reduced from 85% to
below 50%. This increase in parasitic absorption most probably
extends over the full wavelength region, including the light
spectrum where the photoactive blend absorbs. Reduced
amount of reflected light can lower the JSC as the 160 nm
thick active layer is not sufficient to absorb most of the
incoming light in one pass.24

To identify the origin of the increased parasitic absorption
we prepared three different types of test structures either with
or without photoactive layer. First samples are aimed to probe
the change of the bottom cathode with glass/ITO/ZnO, and
hence Ag was only deposited after aging. Another set of
samples allowed us to investigate the alteration of the top
anode with the following two structures: glass/MoO3/Ag and
glass/MoO3/Ag/Al with and without the P3HT:PCBM layer.
All three test structures were aged in three monostress
conditions in inert atmosphere comparing the annealing at 85
°C in dark, solar illumination at 35 °C with a reference sample
stored in dark at 25 °C. This systematic series of test structures
allowed us to identify that the decrease in reflectance is only
observed in samples with MoO3/Ag/Al aged at elevated
temperature in dark independent of the presence of the
photoactive layer, as shown in Figure 3. Interestingly, the
MoO3/Ag stack aged in identical conditions maintained an
elevated reflectance suggesting that Al plays a critical role in the
degradation process. We also noted that the reflectance declines
in the first 300 h and remains unchanged afterward, which
allowed us to link this process to the evolution of the electrical
performance during burn-in. Since no changes in the optical
properties of the glass/ITO/ZnO stack can be observed upon
aging in the different conditions, we can exclude the
contribution of this electrode to the reflectivity decrease
(Supporting Information, Figure S3). Similarly, solar illumina-
tion in inert condition does not alter the optical properties of

Figure 1. Evolution of normalized device performance parameters of
glass-encapsulated ITO/ZnO/P3HT:PCBM/MoO3/Ag/Al cells
under 1 sun intensity and AM1.5G spectrum illumination. Sample
temperature is kept at 85 °C, and the atmosphere humidity is 45% RH.
Values are averages of 8−12 cells on a substrate.

Table 1. Average Device Parameters and Standard Deviation
of ITO/ZnO/P3HT:PCBM/MoO3/Ag/Al Cells before and
after the 1000 h of Aging under Continuous Illumination

time, h VOC (mV) JSC (mA/cm2) FF (%) PCE (%)

0 610.9 ± 2.4 10.2 ± 0.3 64.8 ± 1.5 4.03 ± 0.2
1000 566.3 ± 9.6 6.58 ± 0.3 50.7 ± 2.1 1.89 ± 0.1

Figure 2. Spectral response (a) and total reflectance (b) measurements of devices as processed and upon 1000 h of aging under continuous
illumination at 65 °C and corresponding optical simulation results (dashed lines) for device stacks either with MoO3 or MoO2 as transport layers.
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the different electrode structures over 300 h. These control
measurements further confirm that the presence of Al is the
culprit in the reduced reflectivity signal and that the process is
triggered at elevated temperature.
The reported total reflectance measurements sum the

contribution of specular and diffuse components. To decouple
these parts, we measured the diffuse reflectance, which only
changes from 6 to 7% and to 5% above 650 nm in as-prepared
and aged devices, respectively. This allows us to conclude that
increased light scattering can be excluded as the origin of
parasitic absorption in the top electrode and at its interfaces.
The role of Al in the reflectance loss is confirmed by

conducting EDS analysis on cross sections of the entire device
stack. In aged devices the Al appears to diffuse through the Ag
layer (150 nm) and accumulate at the interface of the MoO3/
Ag as presented in Figure 4 (lower right). Control samples

stored for the same duration at 25 °C and dark showed no Al
signal above the background in the Ag or MoO3 confirming
that Al migration is triggered by elevated temperature. The
presence of carbon in the MoO3 and Ag is due to
contamination during the TEM analysis. The specimens cannot
be plasma-cleaned since this process etches the P3HT:PCBM
layer and provokes Ag diffusion over the specimen surface.
Since Al−Ag interdiffusion could result from ion bombard-

ment during the focused ion beam (FIB) specimen preparation,
we supplemented our study with XRD of a MoO3/Ag/Al layer
stack before and after 300 h of annealing at 85 °C (Supporting
Information, Figure S5). In the as-deposited MoO3/Ag/Al
sample a single peak at 38.1° is initially observed, which can be
ascribed to (111) phase of textured Al. Upon annealing, this
peak is replaced by three peaks at 35.9°, 39.2°, and 41.1°. These
peaks correspond to the signature of the intermetallic
compound of Ag2Al (COD card 00−150−9589) confirming
the intermixing of Al with Ag in aged devices.
Direct contact between MoO3 and Al can trigger a chemical

reaction between the two compounds as reported previously.25

Chemical analysis with XPS combined with depth profiling
enabled us not only to reveal Al in the Ag but also to detect its
oxidation close to the MoO3 layer. In Figure 5, we report the

Figure 3. Reflectance measurement of test structures with Ag/Al
(upper) or Ag (lower) top contacts measured upon 336 h of aging in
dark and inert atmosphere either at 85 °C (full lines) or 25 °C (dashed
lines). The top metal is either deposited directly on glass/MoO3
(squares) or glass/P3HT:PCBM/MoO3 (triangles) stacks.

Figure 4. Transmission electron microscope cross section of an aged device (left) in bright field imaging mode and energy dispersive spectroscopy
(right) at the P3HT:PCBM/MoO3/Ag interface upon 1000 h of aging either in dark at 25 °C (upper right) or under solar light at 85 °C (lower
right).

Figure 5. X-ray photoemission spectroscopy analysis of the Al 2p peak
in devices upon 1000 h of aging under solar light at 85 °C either in the
bulk of the Ag and at the MoO3/Ag interface.
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signal corresponding to the Al 2p peak at two different
locations in the device stack: in the bulk of the Ag layer and at
the interface of MoO3/Ag. At the former location one main
peak at 73.1 eV is detected, typical of Al in its metallic state.
The fact that Al in the bulk of Ag is not oxidized indicates that
probably air ingress through the packaging is not the source of
oxygen, which would cause a homogeneous Al oxidation in the
entire layer. In contrast, at the interface of MoO3 an additional
peak at 75.3 eV is observed, suggesting oxidation of the Al.
Unfortunately, the Mo 3d peaks were not reliably recorded
during the sputtering to correlate the oxidation of Al directly to
the reduction of MoO3. However, this chemical reaction has
been observed in thin films even in the presence of a small
amount of Al and at room temperature. Furthermore, wet
chemical reaction studies have also shown that MoO3 is rapidly
reduced in the presence of Al.26

Reduction of MoO3 to MoO2 among other compounds
results in increased absorption in the buffer layer, leading to a
significantly reduced back reflection from the top contact. To
quantitatively assess the implication of this material mod-
ification, we performed optical simulation of entire device layer
stack using the transfer matrix formalism. To estimate the
reflectance and spectral response change upon aging, we
assumed that the 10 nm thick MoO3 layer is entirely reduced to
MoO2. The simulated reflectance of the device decreases from
90% to 50% as presented in Figure 2b, corroborating the
experimental results. This reduced reflectance translates into
peak spectral response decrease from 65% to 58% according to
the simulation, while experimental results drop to 48%. This
clear underestimation of spectral response of aged device
response is probably explained by the contribution of other loss
mechanisms, namely, the reorganization of the bulk hetero-
junction morphology and increased workfunction. A shift in the
workfunction of MoO3 from approximately −6.5 to −4.9 eV in
its reduced form is expected based on previous reports.27 As a
result an energy barrier at the P3HT/MoOx<3 interface is
probably formed leading to an increase of the series resistance,
which we indeed observe in our devices: from 2.8 to 19.5 Ω cm
upon 1000 h of aging. These values are extracted by fitting the
one diode model to the current density−voltage graphs
recorded in dark (Supporting Information, Figure S6).
Moreover formation of a thin insulating AlxOy layer at the
interface can also contribute to the increase of the series
resistance. Next to the change in optical properties and energy
level, the conductivity of MoO3 is also increased upon its
reduction. Although an increase in shunt current is
consequently expected in aged devices, this parameter remains
unchanged upon aging in our devices as the MoO3 layer is
patterned (Figure S6).
In summary, we can estimate that 20% of the JSC loss is

linked to the change in the optical parameters of the MoO3
layer triggered by the migration of Al, which makes this process
one of the dominating failure mechanisms in this specific
device.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we measured the performance evolution of
prototypical P3HT:PCBM cells with MoO3/Ag/Al
(10:150:150 nm) anode under accelerated operational
conditions. Exponential performance loss of 50% in the first
100 h, the so-called burn-in process, mainly arises from the
decease of JSC in our devices. Concurrently reduced reflectance
above 650 nm, beyond the absorption region of the photoactive

layer, hinted at a failure linked to the electrodes. Systematic
aging of various test structures confirmed that the lowered
reflectance arises solely in samples with Al, independent of the
presence of the active layer. Decoupling the impact of solar
light, heat, and storage by aging test structures in controlled
environments led us to the conclusion that sample temperature
of 85 °C can trigger this failure mechanism in less than 300 h.
Elemental analysis of the device cross section with TEM
revealed the migration of Al and its accumulation at the MoO3/
Ag interface. Both XRD and XPS corroborated this observation
and further indicated a chemical reaction. In a reference stack
XRD showed the formation of Ag2Al after annealing at similar
conditions, hence, confirming the Al migration. We could also
reveal at interface of Ag/MoO3 a shift in the binding energy of
Al 2p peak suggesting the formation of aluminum oxide. As Al
is not oxidized in the bulk of the Ag layer, we surmise that
oxidation of Al occurs in contact with MoO3; hence, this latter
compound is reduced to MoOx<3. This results inevitably in
changes of the optical and electrical properties of this critical
interface layer. Simulation of the optical response of the device
stack with MoO2 matched the experimental response of the
aged cells providing indirect proof for the alteration of the
MoO3. Furthermore, we could estimate that 20% of the initial
JSC loss is linked to this failure mechanism, which makes it one
of the dominating failure mechanisms in these devices.
Since this degradation process is photoactive-layer independ-

ent, insights are relevant for a variety of organic and hybrid
thin-film PV cells and modules. Our understanding not only
provides guidelines for material selection for stable devices but
also indicates that temperature as acceleration factor is well-
suited to screen for this failure mechanism.
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